PAD-ATGL

Adjustable Security Grip with Hand Strap
for iPad, iPad Pro, Surface Pro and Tablets 9.7”-13”

Features include:
• Resizable hand grip rotates a full 360 degrees for landscape or portrait orientation
• Simple slide adjustment mechanism resizes the holder
• Rubber slip-protection inserts prevent accidental resizing when in use
• Galvanized steel cable with lock and keys secures holder to any permanent fixture
• Perfect for classrooms, offices, or commercial spaces
• VESA mount capable
• Diagonal adjustable holder is compatible with iPad Air, iPad Pro 12.9, iPad Pro 9.7, Surface Pro 4, and other 9.7” – 13” tablets

Specifications:
• Dimensions: 10.75” x 2.625” x 1.625”
• Resizable holder length range: 10”-15”
• Holder depth: 0.42 inches
• ABS holder with zinc alloy core and EVA foam padding
• Galvanized twisted steel security cable with PVC coating
• Cable length: 59 inches
• Cable diameter: 0.17 inches
• Zinc alloy lock housing with steel tips
• Tubular pin tumbler key cylinder
• Weight: 0.66 pounds

Package includes:
(1) Security Grip with Hand Strap
(1) Anti-theft cable
(2) Keys
(2) Slip-protection inserts
(1) Set of VESA mounting hardware
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